Floor Plan

Roof Plan

NOTES
For full details refer to G/L drawing no. 906.

ROOF CONSTRUCTION:
Cementitious based Epoxy (95% solids) based water based coating system as shown. Smooth ground coat to be applied to areas to be protected from inclement weather conditions (not to bond). Design of roof to be agreed with the Building Control Officer.

FINISHES
STORE/WORKSHOP
CLOTH: concrete floor. All areas to be finished with a smooth, hard wearing finish to provide a satisfactory surface and to ensure ease of cleaning.

WALLS:
false: exposed concrete edges to be protected with a smooth, hard wearing finish to provide a satisfactory surface and ease of cleaning.

CEILINGS:
false: exposed concrete ceiling to be protected with a smooth, hard wearing finish to provide a satisfactory surface and ease of cleaning.

TANK STORE:
false: concrete floor with brushed finish and trowelled edge margin.

STORE/WORKSHOP:
false: exposed concrete floor to be left exposed, a slab of area to have open grated grating to act as hatch.

GROUND:
false: exposed concrete floor to be left exposed, a slab of area to have open grated grating to act as hatch.

BRANDS:
Brands to be provided in the following order:
A. Parade Ultimate
B. Parade Debona
C. Parade Decor
D. Parade Laserclean
E. Parade Cleanroom
F. Parade Protect
G. Parade Basic
H. Parade Heavy
I. Parade Super
J. Parade Shield
K. Parade Noblesse
L. Parade Aberdeen
M. Parade Devon
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P1: "External Works"

British Lines LOx Store Gibraltar

Site plan

Scale: 1:50

The plan depicts the layout of a building site, with various dimensions and annotations for different sections. The plan includes notes on external works, with specific details on dimensions and areas. The plan is marked as "Preliminary" and is intended for planning and construction purposes. The plan is signed and dated, indicating it was received on 18 March 2014.